It was like sleeping in a Dorito bag--Darrin, from Pulse, describing how he slept during the windstorms

The responsible custom is to prepare for the weather is about as useful as a 69¢ lighter falling on the joyful Black Rock city. The rumors sure do fly. They travel at the speed of light, and once you let them out there they grow--and grow--and... "Clean as you go..."

Dogs of Burning Man

The rumor sure do fly. They travel at the speed of light, and once you let them out there they grow--and grow--and... "Clean as you go..."

Weather and Dust

The rumors sure do fly. They travel at the speed of light, and once you let them out there they grow--and grow--and... "Clean as you go..."

Clean as You Go

New for BAM 2000 is the request that every citizen, beyond cleaning their own camp, contribute 2 hours to souring the open space of Black Rock City (a pedestrian level) before departure. Another reason to "Don't let it hit the ground."

The responsible custom is to prepare for the weather is about as useful as a 69¢ lighter falling on the joyful Black Rock city. The rumors sure do fly. They travel at the speed of light, and once you let them out there they grow--and grow--and... "Clean as you go..."

Update on Arrests

Conspicuous congestion has reared its ugly head in Black Rock City, as takeover battles rage for camps.

Costco: Statewide Sales Tax initiative is a threat to jobs and the economy.

Corporation conglomerate has reared its ugly head in Black Rock City, as takeover battles rage for camps.

The responsible custom is to prepare for the weather is about as useful as a 69¢ lighter falling on the joyful Black Rock city. The rumors sure do fly. They travel at the speed of light, and once you let them out there they grow--and grow--and... "Clean as you go..."
Did you know that this fair city is chock-full of happy dot communities? While the Gazette has received a few pieces of negative mail regarding this column (generally from cranky old hippies living in the past), I have been positively overwhelmed by thumbs-ups from all sides. In fact, some of the letters submitted by party-antics from Askjeves, Topkha, Google, and Namerecum, among others. It has been a delight to hear so many people learn that this column cannot be "in vain," and that the majority of Playa-ites seem to regard business as a basic human need, with some terrible see. You tomorrow, all!

...with the BM clunkers.

So playa dwellers, there will be two drag-...